Service brief

Cloud planning and assessment

At a glance
• Create a cloud roadmap that is optimized to meet
your business requirements
• Clearly understand your recommended cloud
approach and scope
• Identify projected costs and anticipated returns
from a cloud migration
• Ensure a successful migration through discovery
and planning
• Actionable results that accelerate a cloud migration
with better results
• As a managed cloud services provider, Navisite
is fully invested

Before embarking on a cloud
migration, it is critical to fully
understand your current system
and application portfolio to devise
a successful migration plan.
Thorough discovery, assessment, planning, and cost
projections are the keys to any successful migration. A
Navisite Cloud Assessment enables you to plan for your
migration so you can harness the benefits of an optimized
cloud environment faster. Performing a cloud assessment
prior to migration will streamline the migration, reduce
project risk and ultimately deliver better end results.

Cloud assessment activities
• Application and infrastructure discovery, including
dependencies
• Cloud readiness assessment
• Application mapping
• Security and compliance requirements and approach
• Optimal application infrastructure analysis
• Cloud migration roadmap development
• Cloud cost model and ROI analysis
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Cloud assessment deliverables
Understand current state
Inventory the current state of your
IT infrastructure and application
portfolio. This includes dependency
mapping, utilization statistics and
identified risks.
Application placement
A comprehensive view of the
application lifecycle assessment
and what a cloud-enabled
state looks like. It includes
application platform placement
recommendations, technical cloud
design and architecture, and
recommendations on operations
model.

Fully-managed migration from plan to launch
Once an assessment is complete and a roadmap is
published, Navisite experts can help you realize your
objectives by managing your complete cloud migration
through our Navisite Cloud Migration Service. After
launch, to help you get the most from your investment,
you can seamlessly transition to Navisite Managed
Cloud Services and begin production management and
monitoring of your live public, private or hybrid cloud
environment.
Contact us today or call us at (888) 298-8222
or 0800 6122933 to explore how a cloud assessment
can elevate your migration to the cloud.

ROI analysis
A comprehensive report that
provides the “to be” view of the
full cost of the cloud migration,
ongoing operations and return
on investment. This can include a
comparison to the “as-is” costs if
they are available. Often this is all
the information needed to build the
business case for migration to the
cloud.
Roadmap
Phased and prioritized roadmap
that provides you with an
actionable timeline calling out next
steps, dependencies and priorities.

About Navisite
Navisite, LLC, a part of Spectrum Enterprise, is a leading
provider of managed cloud services, including multicloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service (cloud IaaS), Managed
Office 365, and Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS). Offering
a full suite of scalable and secure managed services,
Navisite enables organizations to confidently extend
their applications and data centers with VMware and
Microsoft Azure hybrid, private and multiple public
clouds. Navisite helps clients use the cloud strategically,
by pairing employee expertise across leading enterprise
applications and more than 1,550 IT certifications with
an international footprint of state-of-the-art data centers
to deliver solutions tailored to each client’s needs. For
more information, visit navisite.com or navisite.co.uk.
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